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Keynote Speech, 19 July 2019: ILS Alumni Network 

Christian Tomuschat, Berlin 

 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, chers Amis et Collègues, estimados Amigos y Colegas, 

 

It is a particular pleasure and privilege for me to speak to you on the occasion of this 

gathering of the former participants, the alumni, of the seminars that have, since 1965,  

regularly accompanied for some weeks the work of the ILC. Originally the felicitous 

initiative had its origins in the UN Secretariat in Geneva before it received the backing of 

the UN General Assembly.1 This year, the 55th seminar is taking place as we all know. I 

cannot boast of any specific merits that would have predetermined the choice of my 

person for the keynote speech by the organizers – it is just my age that proved to be the 

determinative criterion of selection. I had the good luck to be picked by my Government 

for the second seminar that took place in May 1966, which I attended together with 21 

other young lawyers, young scholars or young government officials, a great part of whom 

came from developing countries. For Germany, this was a most welcome opportunity to 

re-affirm its still somewhat tenuous contacts with the United Nations. At that time, as an 

ex-enemy State, it had not yet been admitted to the World Organization – but it had 

generously provided funds for development purposes in general and for the organization 

of the seminar specifically. Thus, an opening had been carved out for someone of that 

country to learn more about the world’s most prestigious body of international lawyers. 

From that second seminar, I am just one of the few survivors, having succeeded, 19 years 

later, to be elected as a member of the ILC and presiding the Commission for one year in 

1992. Quite a number of other members of the seminars have later followed me on that 

route. I do not know all of them, confining myself for the moment to mentioning the name 

of my friend Abdul Koroma from Sierra Leone, who served with distinction two terms as 

a judge of the ICJ from 1994 to 2012, of Marja Lehto from Finland, Shinya Murase and 

Marcelo Kohen from Argentina/Switzerland, the latter three being among us here. 

 
1 Resolution  2045(XX), 8 December 1965. 
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It is not the aim of these short observations to familiarize you with the work of the ILC 

which all of you know more or less intimately since your visit to the seat of the UN in 

Geneva. My intention rather is to convey to you some historical impressions from an epoch 

that now lies back 53 years, and to provide some tentative answers to the question: Does 

the seminar make sense, is it helpful for the sake of international law, does it improve the 

understanding for the functioning and the mechanics of international law? 

The first encounters with the proceedings in the conference room of the ILC in the old 

part of the Palais impressed all of us tremendously. There was a group of 25 eminent 

international lawyers who performed their task of reviewing essential chapters of 

international law with great presence of mind and never-ending patience even in 

situations where opposing views were tenaciously and sometimes stubbornly voiced. 

Debates were open and frank, never tainted with any element of animosity. Quite visibly, 

the members were truly striving to find out well-balanced solutions, in a spirit of 

professional sobriety. During our presence in May 1966, the Law of Treaties was on the 

agenda, where obviously the Special Rapporteur, British member Sir Humphrey Waldock, 

played the key role. He embodied in a perfect manner the role of the serene and well-

balanced arbiter who found a response to each and every suggestion or criticism, 

achieving ultimately a consensus on issues which everybody else had deemed to be so 

deeply divisive that beforehand one would never have hoped to find a positive outcome. 

But the debates never boiled down to a lecture given by a dominant rapporteur. All the 

members were actively involved in assessing the relevant arguments. Let me mention just 

a few names of that team of eminent jurists. Roberto Ago from Italy and Paul Reuter from 

France invariably took the floor to defend their liberal positions, from Latin America it was 

Eduardo Jiménez de Aréchaga who represented his continent brilliantly, Shabtai Rosenne 

made use of his intense immersion in British legal thinking by additionally mobilizing his 

widespread diplomatic experience. Grigorij Tunkin and Manfred Lachs fought for a socialist 

perspective in international law with an impressive display of their astoundingly broad 

knowledge of international materials. From Asia El-Erian (Egypt) and Tsuruoka (Japan) 

brought in elements of moderation and reflection, and likewise Central and Eastern Europe 

were represented by lawyers – Erik Castrén (Finland) and Milan Bartos (Yugoslavia) - 
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whose analytical skills and moderation elicited our admiration. Last but not least, Africa 

showed its outstanding intellectual quality in the person of Mohammed Bedjaoui (Algeria). 

Unfortunately, I cannot mention everyone, but one thing is certain, namely that every 

member brought in invaluable elements of his domestic culture. Thus, we were unanimous 

in concluding that the codification and progressive development of international law was 

in good hands with those 25 members – although we noted that the composition of the 

ILC had a great defect: it was made up solely of men. Until that moment, not a single 

woman had been admitted to the ILC. It took until 2001 before the first female members 

arrived there: Paula Escarameia from Portugal and Ms. Xue Hankin from China. Currently, 

the ILC counts four women among its members, slightly more than 10% of its ranks. 

Thus, the balance sheet has not yet found its fair equilibrium. 

Fascinating was the seriousness with which the 25 members discussed the draft articles 

on the law of treaties. We could witness specifically the deliberations on one key aspect 

of the law of treaties, namely the effect of treaties with respect to third parties. The key 

rule seems to be abundantly clear: no binding effect of a treaty for a third party since 

treaties are instruments of self-commitment. Essentially, obligations arise for a State from 

its consent, a rule today laid down in Article 34 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of 

Treaties (VCLT) – and already acknowledged in Roman law: acta tertiis nec nocent nec 

prosunt. But two delicate questions arose. On the one hand, the rapporteur had 

suggested, upon a request made by four States, Hungary, the USSR, the United States 

and Ukraine, to amend his draft proposal by a specific provision providing for treaties 

imposing specific obligations on an aggressor State after its defeat (Article 59).2 It was 

clear that this amendment had a concrete antecedent in actions for the legal settlement 

of the consequences of World War II. Members Lachs and Tunkin supported the 

amendment by referring to the general condemnation of aggression as a crime in the 

international community but were contradicted in particular by Jiménez de Aréchaga who 

maintained that the task of the ILC was not to look to the past but to devise rules for the 

future where the sanctioning of aggression was now entrusted to the Security Council. In 

the same vein, Finnish member Castrén said that to give “a free hand to deal with the 

 
2 YbILC 1966.I, Part Two, p. 60 para. 57. 
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aggressor State could not be given to a State which was a victim of aggression”.3 Although 

the political divide was clearly perceptible, both sides put their arguments forward in a 

methodologically perfect manner. Great political battles were confined within a juristic 

framework. The end result became Article 75 VCLT, fallen into oblivion today. Whatever 

appraisal one may prefer, we learned how meticulously legal texts require to be examined 

in the light of concrete empirical circumstances in order to find the right answers.  

Quite a similar issue was the creation of rights for third States where the same ground 

rule applies. Here the debate centered on the instruments that regulate navigational 

issues, in particular the crossing of the Dardanelles or the passage through the Panama 

Canal. If such treaties, concluded among a limited number of directly affected States, 

provide for free navigation for all: Do then ships from third States enjoy a true “right” of 

passage? Can the original parties restrict or even revoke such rights? The discussions 

were again conducted with the utmost thoroughness. The final outcome, now Article 37 

VCLT, is so well-balanced that no State appended eventually a reservation to the 

substance of this provision. 

How did the students interact with the members of the Commission? Well, the traditional 

rooms in the old part of the Palais are fairly small. We could not sit somewhere at floor 

level but were confined to the gallery. This seating arrangement marked as from the very 

first moment a certain distance. But we could approach the members during the coffee 

breaks where even searching questions were accepted. Most members were extremely 

friendly and accommodating, in particular those who had a past as lecturers or professors 

whereas some of the career diplomats were less accustomed to meeting with young 

people, finding that their views should not be divulged too broadly. This cleavage 

appeared also in respect of lecturing: On the whole, we benefited from seven lectures 

given in the afternoon, all dispensed by members for whom teaching was or had been at 

the center of their professional life. During those hours, lively discussions developed 

where quite a lot could be learned about the background of the projects under review. 

 
3 YbILC 1966.I, Part Two, p. 71 para. 3. 
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In particular for our friends from the developing world the seminar was an eye-opening 

encounter with the theory and practice of international law. In our days, when the internet 

makes accessible all the relevant occurrences in almost all sectors of international relations 

as well as their documentary reflections, one finds it difficult to recall that 50 years ago 

the material sources of international law were extremely hard to find. In the Western 

world, in particular in London, Paris and Washington, archives of diplomatic history were 

largely available for scholarly research and other more mundane purposes. However, in 

most developing countries, in particular in the new African States that had gained their 

independence only in the fifties and sixties of the last century, libraries were for the most 

part poorly equipped, and the existing diplomatic archives needed systematic 

arrangement to become genuinely usable. For many years, the heads of the legal 

departments of Western countries attempted to organize for all developing countries a 

basic stock of documents and literature on international law, including textbooks like 

Oppenheim / Lauterpacht and Combacau / Sur. With the rise of the internet, a great 

stumbling block was later removed. Access to the relevant sources encounters no serious 

obstacles any longer. 

Likewise, the ongoing process of codification and progressive development of 

international law by the ILC, its main objective, has made the work with international 

rules infinitely simpler than before that process started. Regarding many issues, it suffices 

today to have a look at a written instrument, either a treaty or a non-binding instrument 

identifying and collecting the relevant rules. In this regard, the support provided for the 

settlement of routine disputes by the VCLT or the 2001 ILC rules on State responsibility 

is invaluable. The great bulk of emerging problems can be answered by reference to a 

text. Thus, a level playing field has been established that provides equal opportunities for 

all parties. International law has lost its secretive features as a discipline to be handled 

adroitly only by a white elite with colonial traditions.  

Participation in the seminar thus meant bridging a cultural gap – which has largely 

disappeared by now. International law, which emerged from “le droit international 

européen des nations civilisées », has become the common language of mankind in the 

field of international relations, being truly universal not only de iure, but also de facto. 
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However, there is still an urgent need to listen more attentively to voices from outside the 

group of Western experts, taking them into account without any prejudice. 

At this juncture, the question arises again whether the substance of international law 

needs reform and modernization. The ILC cannot avoid this question since it has been 

conceived as the main device for the adjustment of international law to the actual needs 

of changing times. Last year, the 70th birthday of the ILC was celebrated. Will the process 

of mise à jour continue year after year at least until its 100th birthday may be celebrated? 

The answer can neither be a clear yes nor a similarly categorical no. A look at the agenda 

catalogue which the ILC established in 19494 shows that most of the items listed at that 

time have already been dealt with. In particular, three large blocks are today extensively 

regulated, the law of the sea, the law of international treaties and the law of State 

responsibility. Other fundamental projects of global relevance have been finalized only 

recently, in particular the identification of customary international law and the assessment 

of the relevance of practice for the elucidation of international treaties. Two further topics 

of great practical relevance are currently under review, the immunity of State officials 

from foreign criminal jurisdiction and the provisional application of international treaties. 

Other studies that have just begun relate more to legal theory than to urgent practical 

needs: crimes against humanity and general principles of law. Yet the ILC should not 

become a laboratory of legal theory. In fact, the list of relevant issues deserving critical 

appraisal has not been completely exhausted. Some complex problems of major relevance 

require to be studied, prominent among them being the recognition of foreign 

governments and the almost impenetrable mysteries of jurisdiction - where currently the 

Sixth Committee itself has taken up the complexities of the particular class of universal 

jurisdiction.  Moreover, there remains the large field of environmental protection. 

However, in that field legal expertise alone is unable to provide the appropriate answers, 

as pointed out by professor Murase a little while ago. The normative groundwork has 

been laid. This does not mean that no new subjects of concerns may arise. Yet the ILC 

was set up to provide the structural elements of a just world order. Day-to-day topicality, 

where actual interests in a specific context need to be weighed and assessed,  cannot be 

 
4 See UN, The Work of the ILC, Vol. I (New York: UN, 7th ed. 2007) p. 36. 
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the core substance of the work of the ILC. It needs a conceptual long-term perspective 

to ensure its legitimacy as a living institution. 

Let me come back, at the end, to some more mundane issues, the seminar itself and its 

organization. Speaking not only for myself but also for my former colleagues from the 

time 50 years ago, whose judgment I remember perfectly well, I can say that we all were 

highly satisfied with the way things had been arranged for us. We enjoyed in particular 

the friendly and wise assistance by Pierre Raton,  a multi-talented lawyer in the service of 

the UN Secretariat. He introduced us to the amenities of the Creux de Genthod with the 

delicious filets de perches and the Fendant from Swiss soil. Still today, one finds his reports 

on the work of the ILC as a section in his reports about the  work of the Sixth Committee 

of the GA in the Annuaire français de droit international where year after year he noted, 

and commented on, the activities of the ILC.5 

Une dernière observation. Après les 70 ans de la CDI et les 54 ans du séminaire, on peut 

affirmer aujourd’hui sans hésitation aucune que le travail fourni by la ILC continue de 

former l’épine dorsale de ce que nous appelons « droit international général ». La CDI n’a 

pas perdu son caractère comme point focal, en union avec la CIJ,  du développement du 

droit international. Il n’y a aucune autre institution qui puisse rivaliser avec elle en ce qui 

concerne le rendement et la réputation dans l’aménagement systématique du droit 

international. Il reste que le grand succès qu’elle a eu dans le passé ne devrait pas 

l’empêcher de poser des questions à elle-même pour concevoir une stratégie lui 

permettant de confronter les défis imprévus et largement imprévisibles de l’avenir. En se 

dotant du séminaire en 1965, elle a fait preuve de grande sagesse en reconnaissant que 

le droit, et elle-même, nécessitent le contact et les échanges avec les générations 

montantes pour satisfaire les besoins d’un monde en quête continuelle de paix et de 

justice. 

 
5 In these reports, he listed the names of the participants of the first two seminars in 1965 and 1966, AFDI 1965, p. 
582, at 590, fn. 46; AFDI 1966, p. 291, at 297, fn. 25. 


